
More on Loop Corrections



Loop Corrections
• Tree level diagrams are built from the basics

• But higher-order diagrams are possible, because there can be energy 
perturbations (loops) on each “leg” of the diagram

• Loops consist of two additional vertices, so the order of the diagram 
increases by e2 with each added loop.



Self-Energy Corrections
• The electron can emit a virtual photon that gets reabsorbed

• This is an order e2 correction to the self-energy, since there are two 
vertices!

• We can also have higher order corrections (e4) , including:



Vacuum Polarization
• The QED vertex allows us to construct diagrams of the form

• This is vacuum polarization – an order e2 correction to the photon’s energy

• Vacuum polarization spontaneously creates e+e- pairs that influence the 
characteristics of the vacuum



Vertex Corrections
• The last one-loop diagram in QED is of the form

• This provides a correction to the electric charge (coupling strength)!



Regularization and Loop Corrections
• For loop diagrams, we need to add one extra step to the calculation of the S-

matrix

• Since the loop particle is virtual, the momentum of the loop particle can take 
on ANY value!

• So, we integrate over all possible momenta to get the result

• But most (all!) of these integrals diverge!



Taming the Divergence
• Physical quantities aren’t infinite!

• Either quantum field theory is wrong (maybe!), or we can use the amplitude 
but manually insert a cut-off in the integral!

• We “tune” the cutoff according to physically measurable parameters (e.g. 
electric charge, electron mass, etc…)

• There are a number of other methods to tweak the integral as well 
(dimensional regularization, zeta-function, etc…)

• The entire bag of tricks to tame the integrals is called renormalization



Bare Charge and Mass
• The Lagrangian for QED is

• Although the quantities e and m represent the charge and mass of the 
electron, they are NOT the same as the physically-measured quantities!

• We call these bare charge and mass

• The actual quantities we measure are a result of renormalization from 
higher-order loop diagrams



Self-Energy and Mass Renormalization

• A free electron can be represented as an incoming and outgoing particle 
with fixed momentum and no interaction

• We can represent this as the electron propagator

• The first-order loop correction is

• We saw this diverged linearly with the photon momentum



Loop Corrections as a Perturbative Series
• Each loop correction can be thought of as a term in a perturbative 

expansion of the “bare” propagator, which yields the real physical 
electron

• The physical electron propagator is

• The bare propagator is 

Physical elec.



Perturbative Expansion of the Propagators

• We can write a series expansion for this in terms of the propagators and 
loop integrals as follows

• Each “external” electron line is 

• Each loop is 

Physical e-



• The perturbative expansion is thus

• Note that we can rewrite the RHS as

• If we impose the constraint that                    is small ( << 0), then the RHS 
quantity in parentheses is



• So, the physical propagator is

• Recall that the bare propagator is

• So, the physical electron propagator is

Renormalized mass!

Measured mass



• The physically measured mass of the electron ( me ) is a function of 
the bare mass ( m ), as well as the value of the one-loop self-energy 
correction ( Lg )

• Although the loop contribution diverges, we can use regularization to 
tame it (e.g. cutoff for integral)

• We can perform a similar analysis with the other loop diagrams 
(vertex and photon propagator)

• This fixes the measured electric charge and properties of the photon



Vacuum Corrections
• In a similar fashion, we can correct the photon propagator as

• This is again a series expansion in e0, e2, e4, etc…

• We can write it in terms of both the photon and electron propagators

Physical 
photon

Bare 
photon



• The (bare) photon propagator and electron loop contribution are



• This gives the perturbation

• The loop integral can then be constrained to the measured photon mass

Looks like the 
propagator for a 
massive boson!



A Final Note on Corrections
• The loop corrections provide a correction to the bare quantities (charge, 

mass) and give the measurable versions of these

• But in actuality, these bare quantities are infinite!  

• And so are the corrections, because the integrals diverge!

• It turns out that because of this “mathemagical trick”, it doesn’t matter 
that the two quantities are infinite, because we can’t measure them

Finite!



Huh?
• If this seems confusing and grossly unpalatable…

• … you’re right!  It strongly suggests that we are not approaching the 
problem from the right perspective.

• Physical quantities are not infinite, and a correct theory (of anything!)
should not include infinities!

• This problem is not unique to quantum field theory

• It is shared with something suspiciously left out … until now!



• I did!  Recall that the Schwarzschild metric is

• Problems!!  This is infinite at two locations 

• We know the event horizon can be removed by changing coordinate
systems (Kruskal-Szekeres), but the singularity cannot be!

• A correct physical theory should not contain infinities!

Did Someone Say Gravity?

f(r) = 1� 2GM

r

Event Horizon Singularity



As black hole evaporates 
(loses energy), the 
temperature increases!...

Black Hole Thermodynamics

• Hawking et al. showed that black holes can evaporate with a 
temperature

• This is a result of mixing quantum mechanics with GR!

• Schwarzschild BH:



But Wait, There’s More!

• The entropy of a Schwarzschild BH is

• Vanishing entropy but infinite temperature?

• Infinite curvature at the singularity?

• A correct physical theory should not contain infinities!



And So…
• Quantum Field Theory makes great predictions but contains infinities (especially 

as one approaches large energies)

Electromagnetism, Weak, Strong!

• General Relativity makes great predictions but contains infinities (especially as 
one approaches small distances)

Gravitation!

• Could it be that the resolution to each lies in a theory… of EVERYTHING??


